
 

 

  

 

Crypty Chain 
Technical Paper 
 
We believe a "technical paper" should be easy to read 
and simply help you understand how the project 
works. We hope the following information provides 
that. Let's start with the basics. 
 
Executive 
Mercy 
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BACKGROUND 

About Crypty Chain   

 Crypty Chain is a subsidiary company of Litee Technology Company. 

 Crypty Chain is a recreation ground, terminal, marketing and PR Management Company stacked for all blockchain 
projects along with crypto platforms to take crypto to the next level. 
 
 Recreation ground is a category that gathers individuals to shape a large population, e-meet friends & affiliates, and to discover 
& obtain in the blockchain space. 

 
 Terminal was raised to gather developers and builder together to render services to creators, companies and organizations in 
the blockchain space. 

 
 Marketing and PR management was raised to gather marketers and promoters from end to end of blockchain space to provide 
services to creators, companies, and organizations.  

 

 DEPARTMENTs  

 Crypty Chain Coin – public: This is the native token of Crypty Chain, which was launched back in 

2022 as a profit-sharing token that allows community members to draw value from the project. It was 
issued as an ERC20 token running on the Avalance C-Chain network and was supported by most AVAX 
wallets. 

 
 Crypty Chain Charts – public: This Community is solemnly created to bring in all crypto enthusiasts 

be it Market Analyst, Spot, Margin & Future traders, arbitrage traders and many more at all levels of 
trade experiences in order to build and share a lasting crypto family. 

 
 Crypty Chain Alert – public: This community are the protective measures you can take to protect 

yourself from scammers. They share Crypto related News and Updates. 
 

 Crypty Chain Calls – private: This community gives several factors, including news, signal calls that 

let you know when to buy or sell particular crypto currencies at a specific price or time, risk management, 
technical analysis, technical analysis setups, and the current market climate. With the right one, a trader 
could unlock the door to substantial returns and improve their trading strategy. 

 

 Crypty Chain NFT – public:  An undead NFT collection & marketplace and metaverse brand. 
 

 Crypty Chain Academy is an online learning platform with videos lessons on crypto safety and token 
development. It’s the leading blockchain and crypto currency education portal, which is powered by LITE 
Academy. 

How to Trade – public & private: This community shares & gives out basics and in-depth understanding 

of Crypto currency, NFTs, DEFI, etc.  

The Art & Science of Trading – private: This is a sub department under Crypty Chain Academy 
that also has educational material on crypto trading technical indicators and how crypto signals and 
technical analysis can help to give you the edge when it comes to understanding how crypto works. This 
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community teaches Technical Analysis Strategies for Trading & Investing with Candlesticks, Patterns, 
Volume and Other Technical Indicators. 

 Crypty Chain Terminal – public: This team render crypto services by coding, deploying and 

auditing crypto project. 
 

 Chain Battle P2E – public: Is a platform that connects gamers to money-making opportunities on the 

blockchain. 

 

 

How to Unlock Private Channels 
 
 Join our private channels by holding Crypty Chain Coin, we offer free services so there is nothing to lose by trying 

our high-quality private channel.  Choose a package below that suitable for your portfolio. 

  

CryptyChain.litee.io 

$100 Holders 
 
 A month in Crypty 

Chain Calls private 
channel 

 A month in Risk 
Management & Tips 
channel 

 

 

 

$250 Holders 
 
 Two months in Crypty 

Chain Calls private 
channel 

 Two months in Risk 
Management & Tips 
channel 

 Two months in How  To 
Trade private channel 

 

 

$500 Holders 
 
 Five months  Crypty 

Chain Calls private 
channel 

 Five months in Risk 
Management & Tips 
channel 

 Five months in How  To 
Trade private channel 

 Five months in The Art 
& Science of  Trading 
private channel 
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CRYPTY CHAIN COIN 

 Crypty Chain Coin (LITEE) is the native token of Crypty Chain that was launched back in 2022 as a profit-sharing 
token that allows community members to draw value from the company. The total supply of LITEE was set at 10 
billion, and there is a planned buyback and burns until just 5 billion LITEEs remain. 

 
 

What Makes Crypty Chain Coin Token Unique? 
 
 LITEE Bonus is regarded as one of the best ways to get passive income. Holders can get a daily dividend, which 
comes from 3% of LITEE daily trading fee revenue. LITEE Bonus is a unique incentive mechanism for LITEEs 
holders and Marketing, Team, Investment. The amount of rewards that holders can get depends on the number of 
LITEE held and the trading volume of LITEE. 

 

 

What Is The LITEE Used For? 
 
 Besides being paid out as a dividend, LITEE, as a utility coin, is also used to pay for trading fees on the LiteX, 
allowing users to enjoy discounts of up to 25%. The use case of LITEE also includes participation in the token sale on 
LiteX Spotlight. 
 
 LITEE can also be used as a payment method for shopping, making hotel reservations, buying gaming equipment, 
and more. 
 In LITEE's interface, developers can integrate into the payment tool using API software. 

 

 What problems is $LITEE trying to solve? 

  Eliminating or at least reducing the amount of crypto scams that occur by finding and trying to put a stop to scammers. 
  Educating the community on how to avoid malicious projects. 
  Helping the crypto community to make better decisions when choosing a project to invest in by providing online 

resources. 
 
 
 

$LITEE Details 
 
Name: Crypty Chain Coin 
Ticker: LITEE 
Contract address: 0xb7c3f1da73aa30ae7bbcf9b600f185a87d602cdb 
Chain: Avalanche C-Chain 
Tax: 10% (buy/sell) 
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Tokenomics 
 
 This token will be initially released on the Avalance C-Chain Network. 
"Crypty Chain Coin Total Supply: 10,000,000,000" 
 

Max buy/sell 0.4% of total supply. 
Max Balance 0.8% of total supply. 

 

TAX 

  "Redistribution 3% of transaction fees are distributed to $LITEE holders. Get rewarded just by holding. Earn 
passive income." 

  "Burning 1%, Marketing 2% and Charity 2% of transaction fees will be distributed to wallets to further improve 
Crypty Chain products and to speed up the product adoption rate" 

  Liquidity with each transaction, 2% of BNB is automatically added to the liquidity. Strong liquidity strong 
project. 

 

Token distribution 

 

 50% public sale 
 35% liquidity 
 7% team 
 5% charity 
 3% marketing 

CryptyChain.litee.io 
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CRYPTY CHAIN NFT 

 Crypty Chain NFT is an undead NFT collection & marketplace and metaverse brand. Our upcoming NFTs will be an 
addition to our plan to bring more financial incentives to our investors by releasing a set amount of random NFTs that 
will provide the opportunity to win unique NFTs that will have high value. 10% of the profits will be added to the LP as 
a buy back feature. This will add an exciting financial incentive to our community as well as attract outside investors. 

 More details will be provided soon! 

 

 

CRYPTY CHAIN BABY CHAINER NFT 
 
 

What is Crypty Chain Baby Chainer? 
 

  Crypty Chain Baby Chainer is a non-fungible collection conceived by Crypty Chain. Crypty Chain Baby 
Chainer shares the first vision of its own kind. Our biggest target is to give life an NFT project where the Art 
since his Genesis, the Metaverse and utility are fragments that fill one another. $CCBC Owners will be able to 
claim up several benefits both physicals and digitals side since the start of their personal journey.  
 Owning a Crypty Chain Baby Chainer NFT gives you the opportunity to become exclusively part of the Crypty 
Chain community, their right access to the Crypty Chain private channels, adopters-only various advantages 
and several daily trips.  

 
 The $CCBC whole collection will include a total of 111 completely unique NFT pieces and been minted on the 
Avalanche blockchain. 

 
 The characters represent the immense desire and a classic contempt against the latest trend of the NFT 
market where it is not art and utility but profit the only thing that counts. All the character’s attributes are 
principally based on an abstract contemporary vision of feelings and moods. Every Crypty Chain Baby Chainer 
NFT is 100% unique, algorithmically randomly generated from 5 specific layers: Clothes, Emojis, Face, 
Accessories, and Background. 

 
 

Utility, Benefits and Metaverse 
 

  The utility associated with owning Crypty Chain Baby Chainer tokens is distributed through substantial 
member-only benefits, during the primordial phase of the project the main ones will be included in the main 
application areas of our ecosystem, such as governance, IRL events, exclusive drops, metaverse P2E and 
more. We have benefits and surprise gifts in store for members. In addition, also the Crypty Chain community 
will be able through the roadmap activation to unlock additional benefits. 

  Your NFT will also give you an exclusive pass that will allow you to join meetings and events organized by 
the team. Some of them will be also held in real life.  

 Income management: 
    Initial sale distribution: 100% to Crypty Chain Coin liquidity 

  Future royalties’ distribution: 100% Marketing Wallet 
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More Details on CCBC: 
 

  Whoever joined into our Discord could participate in the necessary tasks in order to join the OG and get 
$CCBC at free mint. However, there were 10 WL spots in total and a max of 3 NFT per wallet until public sale.  

  All investors will be able to mint their own $CCBC token for 1.42 AVAX at mint day. Mint date is still TBA. 
Join our Discord for more details 

  0 $CCBC NFT in total will be forever owned by the team. 
  In order to purchase a CCBC NFT visit our YouTube channel. 
  The future of Crypty Chain Baby Chainer is directly proportional to the mental well-being of the community 

and investors.  
  Get in touch with the Crypty Chain team and community members through joining into our official social 

profiles.  
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CRYPTY CHAIN ACADEMY 

 Crypty Chain Academy is an online learning platform with videos lessons on crypto safety and token development. 
It’s the leading blockchain and crypto currency education portal, which is powered by LITE Academy. 

 We try to make learning easy and help beginners to understand how blockchain technology works. Our goal is to 
continually educate the world and increase overall blockchain literacy and crypto currency education to help raise 
awareness & adoption. 

 

 Features: 

 Learning Paths 
 Follow a path based on your goals (learning the basics, advanced techniques on investing, analyzing 

contracts, creating contracts, launching tokens, etc.) 
 Gamification 
 Earn points that you can turn in to $LITEE by learning and taking courses. Prizes for the top leaderboard users 
 Help the Community! 
 Help answer community member's questions in the forum and earn points as well 
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CRYPTY CHAIN TERMINAL 

 As a promotion company that has been offering services to crypto projects, we will continue to push our coding, 

deploying auditing services to become the number 1 trusted company in the crypto space. We have full time sales 

people making sure they are reaching out to the top crypto projects out there in order to certify them and prove to their 

community they are safe. 

10% of the proceeds will be added into the liquidity pool of $LITEE as a buy back function. 

 

1. Due Diligence Report 
 
      We analyze: 

 Team (Transparency, doxxing, engagement, number of members) 

 Website (age, code, content, design) 

 Social media (number of channels, content, engagement, member legitimacy) 

 Code (smart contract, team wallets, chart, transactions) 
 
 

2. Consulting and launch 
 

 Have an idea for a project and can't figure out how to launch it or market it? Our experts will guide you through the 
entire process from idea to success! 

What's included? 

 Initial & Marketing consulting and execution 

 Whitepaper, Graphics & Content creation 

 Contract creation, deployment & audition 

 Road map & Tokenomics 

 Marketing consulting and execution 

 Social media marketing 

 Website creation 

 Liquidity locking & handing over project to the owner 
 
 

3. Contract Coding and Deploying 

 
 
  

Other:  

 Expertise 

 Art tokenization 

 Coin forking 

 Crowd funding platform 

 Crypto payment 
development 

 ICO development  

 Second-Layer solutions 
 

Programming language: 

 Solidity 
 

 

 

 

Token type:  

 Currency  

 Digital asset 

 Governance 

 Platform 

 Reward Security 

 Transactional 

 Utility 
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WHAT ARE CRYPTY CHAIN UTILITIES? 

 
 As most of you know, our team is constantly working on making CRYPTY CHAIN one of the biggest platform and 
project in the whole crypto space. We wanted to provide the top 7 reasons that will encourage you hold our token 
long-term:  
 
 

1.  Alert: Our upcoming Alert portal will future daily updated lists of projects we consider potential scams, known 
scams and projects that we consider safe as well as those certified by us. This will be the go-to platform to be 
used before investing in a token. It will be open to the public at first, but eventually it will only be accessible by 
holding our token. 

 
2.  Bounty System: We will pay you for any information that leads to a current scam, a potential scam or about a 

scammer's identity or location. All it takes is to fill out a submission form with your wallet and if we find the info 
useful, you'll receive LITEEs! 
 

3.  Charity Program: We will reward anybody that got scammed on any project promoted by us. They must be 
holding $LITEE and we will reward them in LITEEs. 

How will it work? 
 You must have tokens from a previously known honeypot or rugpull. 

 You must fill out the request form as soon as it goes live and provide a link to where we can see your 
scammed tokens. 

 The first 100 users, will receive an equally amount of $LITEE tokens. 

 The form will go live every first Monday of the month. 

4.  Buyback: We will have a buyback wallet that will be fed from 10-30% of the profits that come from the 
community. Meaning we will be ready to buy back any potential dumps! 

 
5.  Academy: We are currently working on an awesome learning portal that will feature courses like; how to 

trade, technical analysis, how to invest, learn about crypto & security and even how to develop your own 
tokens in a safe way! Holders will be able to access.  

 
6.  Marketing: There you go! These are some of the top reasons why you should be holding our token as we are 

only in the beginning phases. There is a LONG road ahead of us and we will make sure the whole crypto 
world knows about our project and gets on board. 
 

7.  Discounts: Holders will have 10% discounts on any products or services. While, 1 month old holders or more 
will have 20% discounts on any products or services. Note, discounts for products and services are subject to 
change as decided by the team. 
 

 
Future Features - for investors 

 Wallet tracker 
 Seeing all users’ tokens and the overall value in a user friendly way 
 Ability to search contracts and see safe score 

Future Features - for project owners 

 Liquidity locker 
 Project profiles 
 Voting 
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 CORE VALUES  

Development 
 Crypty Chain Coin is a crypto currency that can be used for digital purchases and payments on the Internet. Easy, 
Fast, and Safe. 

Community 
 Crypty Chain community is invaluable to us. One of the biggest factors in the success of the project is the 
Community. Join this big family. 

Clarity 

 We share transparent information with each other and the community. We are organized, cohesive, and all push in 
the same direction. 

Passion for Learning 
 Crypty Chain is passionate about understanding the crypto and DeFi spaces to the fullest extent. The Crypty Chain 
community will always be learning, questioning, and broadening their horizons (both personally and professionally) as 
one united community. Education is paramount, and there is never a time to stop learning and sharing knowledge. 
 

Giving Back 
 Crypty Chain cares and stands proudly with charitable organizations. Crypty Chain understands that love and 
compassion go a long way in striving to make the world a better place for all. Moreover, Crypty Chain will striving to 
be a leader in ensuring that decisions and actions in the crypto and DeFi spaces benefit society at large. 

Professional and Respectful 
 Crypty Chain will hold strong to the pillar of professionalism and respect for people. Even if community members 
and leaders must be firm about a topic, they shall consistently strive to be respectful. Every community member and 
investor shall feel appreciated, heard, respected, understood, and valued. 
 

Fun and Lighthearted 
 Even though the focus of the project is to accomplish serious breakthrough innovation in the word of crypto and DeFi, 
the community tries not to take themselves too seriously and always enjoy fun and lighthearted communication as a 
team-and as one untied community. 

Integrity and Transparency 
 Crypty Chain has a reputation for being openly disdainful of Scammers. This disdainfulness is built into the 
contracts. To that end, Crypty Chain ensures the community has all the information need to feel confident with high 
levels of trust in the community leaders and developers as they invest within the Crypty Chain ecosystem. 
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ROADMAP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1st PERIOD – 

 Crypty Chain was born 
 Core team developer and other 

units 
 Setup social media  
 Deployed on Avalanche 

blockchain 
 Promotion of LITEE token on all 

Social Media 
 Airdrops & Giveaway 

 Website launch 
 Technical paper release 
 Pangolin Swap listing 

 

2nd PERIOD – 

 Launching of Chain Battle P2E 
 Launching: Payment app and 

alert portal 
 Referral campaign 
 Advertising and promotion 
 Distribution of airdrop rewards 
 Trading battle, etc. 
 Liquidity provider and locking 
 Token burn 
 Listing on crypto related websites 

& platforms 

 

3rd PERIOD – 

 Coingecko listing 
 Coinmarketcap listing 
 Coinsbit listing 
 Apply for Coinbase listing 
 Marketing 
 Crypty Chain Ecosystem 
 Release Crypty Chain NFT 
 Marketplace 

 

 

4th PERIOD – 

 Crypty Chain Farm 
 Chain Battle P2E Game 
 Website redesign 
 Partnership with Communities, 

DeFi Projects, etc. 
 Advertisements of the LiteX app 

and website 
 Centralized exchange discussion 

and listing 
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PARTNERSHIPS 

                                            Mor Lab   
                  
 Mor Lab is a firm of NFT enthusiasts who are into creating and building/developing NFT 
Project organizations and individually (personally). Mor Lab focuses on creating and 
developing NFTS for commercial purposes which may belong to the firm or to organizations 
and individual. 
 
 We have entered a strategic partnership with Mor Lab of which we feel is going to potentially benefit 
both projects greatly as well as the NFT space in general. We will be referring projects using our services 
to Mor Lab to utilize their NFT services and they will be referring their NFT clients to us for our services. 
It’s time to get more projects safe and secure for all investors alike! 
 
 Hiring of Mor Lab experts on other NFT project is also a major focus of brand establishment. We are 
excited to be partnering with of Mor Lab as they share the same visions and objectives as us in wanting 

to make the crypto space safe for owners and there investors. 
 
 

 

                                            Pangolin DEX  (https://pangolin.exchange) 
                   

 Pangolin is a community-driven decentralized exchange for Avalanche and Ethereum assets with fast 

settlement, low transaction fees, and a democratic distribution–powered by Avalanche. Pangolin brings 
you the best trading opportunities to find and maximize your yield. 

     
    We will utilize Pangolin DEX for our projects liquidity, trades, staking, etc.  
    
    Partnership deal is still undergoing process... 
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LITEX 

 Founded in March 2022 by the Litee Technology Company team, this is a payment platform of Crypty Chain Coin. 
 LiteX is a global trading platform. LiteX will be listing over 20 trading pairs in total. LiteX platform will only supports 
English languages. LiteX team firmly believe that the decentralized crypto-assets are set to reform the global financial 
system fundamentally and provide us with further highly efficient asset circulation, fairer resource distribution and 
more transparent trading processes. The distributed ledger and smart contract technology construct the foundation of 
trust building among mankind, which eliminates the trading barriers, accelerates trading efficiencies and forms a huge 
impact on real economy. 

 LiteX is a fast, secure, and flexible exchange service of trading and storing digital assets and fiats. 

 LiteX is a solution provider and we stand strategically in the right gap to store and trade Digital Assets in the shortest 
possible time, either it’s a gift from a family member abroad or payment towards a service rendered, we are always 
here buying/selling/swapping at the best market value. 

 LiteX allow the trading of multiple digital assets such as Bitcoin (BTC), Alternative Coins, Gift cards, PayPal, Perfect 
Money, Skrill, Cash App, Payeer, Paysera, Advcash, Venmo, Zelle, etc. 

 LiteX trading pairs are associated with fiat currencies like the US dollar, UK pound sterling, the EU's euro or 
Japanese yen, etc. 
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MEET THE TEAM 

Core Team - 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Precious (TraderLITEe)  Emmanuel (Mercy The Great)   Isreal (Ayotimi) 
Founder     Executive      Chief Executive Officer 

   
    Chief Marketing Officer   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Other Team Members - 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NULL    Kamsi (Khamzi)   NULL    Miracle (D.AKT) 
Senior Solidity Dev.  Chief Marketing Officer  Chief Financial Officer  Social Media Officer 
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 Miracle is our superman 

and handles every aspect of 

the community and its 

moderation, also taking 

over the twitter account to 

promote Crypty Chain 

globally. 

 

 NULL is behind anything 

complex involving design 

such as the smart contract, 

audit, website and apps. 

Sometimes he appears in 

channels, when not busy 

coding. 

 

 Kamsi started as an active 

community member, he 

joined the team and with his 

hard work, his dedication to 

the advancing the 

community and the great 

human being he is. 

 

 NULL primary 

responsibility is for 

managing the Crypty 

Chain finances, 

including financial 

planning, management 

of financial risks, record-

keeping, and financial 

reporting. 

 Precious has dedicated his life 

creating products and services to 

enhance human lives in the digital 

world. A passion for decentralization 

and true democracy. He came up 

with the idea of this company: 

Crypty Chain and does everything 

he can to make it real. 

 

 

 Mercy The Great role is to directs, 

plans, and coordinates operational 

activities for Crypty Chain and he is 

normally responsible for devising 

policies and strategies to meet 

company goals. 

 

 

 Ayotimi is not just the brains. He's 

the energy the project needs to 

move forward. Handling the 

developments and any tech aspect 

of the company. 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/traderlitee
https://twitter.com/mercy_de_great
https://github.com/RieserStern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_plan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_plan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_risk
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NULL    Emmanuel (Eccentric) NULL    Deborah (Tiga-Dee) 
Blockchain Dev.    Analyst & Tutor   Analyst & Tutor   Writer & Researcher 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

NULL    NULL    NULL    NULL  

Writer & Researcher  Shiller     Shiller     Shiller 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emmanuel (Kinglee)   NULL    Ebenezer (Sparks)  NULL   
Shiller     Shiller    Graphics Designer    Graphics Designer 

 

 

 

 

 Debs is the super dope 

behind some contents, 

researches, and write-ups. 

She is the inspiration the 

team needed for their tasks.  

 

 

 NULL will be working in 

hand with NULL to build 

Crypty Chain Terminal. 

He will be working on 

smart contract, audit, 

website, apps, etc. 

 Eccentric responsibility is 

to help students learn, 

reviewing content with 

them, explaining how to 

solve problems and 

updating the server with 

market insights & charts. 

 NULL responsibility is to 

help students learn, 

reviewing content with 

them, explaining how to 

solve problems and 

updating the server with 

market insights & charts. 

 

NULL responsibility is to 

write contents, recognize 

patterns, locate, analyze, 

and interpret data.  

 

 NULL is behind anything 

marketing and shilling. 

 

 

 NULL is behind anything 

marketing and shilling. 

 

 

 NULL is behind anything 

marketing and shilling. 

 

 

  NULL responsibility is for 
video editing, graphic 
design for banners, 
marketing material, Filming 
promotional videos on site, 
screen record assistance 
during live sessions. 

 KingLee is behind anything 

marketing. 

 

 

 

 NULL is behind anything 

marketing and shilling. 

 

 

 Sparks is behind of some 

graphics designs, he is the 

creator of what they look 

and feel like. 
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RESOURCES 

Join Crypty Chain on Social Media 
Token website - cryptychaincoin.web.app 
Discord - discord.gg/JcWWTJnHcs 
Twitter - twitter.com/CryptyChain 
Telegram: Official Channel - t.me/CryptyChain 

                     Announcement Channel - https://t.me/CryptyChainAnn 
                     General Group - https://t.me/cccverify1 

Reddit - reddit.com/r/cryptychain 
Instagram - instagram.com/cryptychain 
YouTube - youtube.com/channel/UCPifgh_O2rWcZIf2qLAmOJA 
GitHub - github.com/CryptyChain 
 

Official Wallet  

Charity - Donate To Crypty Chain 
                  (Accepts AVAX, BNB, ETH, and USDC)   

               0x9e79a9100CD13013A2E7F4B22496AcB0e9C4A9d0 
 

Contact Crypty Chain Team 

Twitter support - twitter.com/ChainersSupport 

Telegram support - t.me/ChainersSupport  
Support (email) - cryptychain@gmail.com 

Support (live chat) - discord.gg/JcWWTJnHcs 

 

Our Wallets 

 We want to be as transparent as possible and show our investors what the funds are being used for. As you may know, we have 
tons of development, researching and consulting attached to our utilities and require having multiple members dedicated to 
specific tasks. Please see our wallets below. 
 
Team Wallet (0xDC13960B0F3A7a02DC2A8AaBE5EC04fA9522E967) 

 salaries for core team + new team members added for development of the different platforms, social media, content, moderating 
and sales.  

Marketing (0x97E075279b4f1b5d9D9d9f4bD6820b0915B0e713) 

 this wallet will be used for all marketing expenses to promote our project to new markets. 

Charity (0x9e79a9100CD13013A2E7F4B22496AcB0e9C4A9d0) 

                   donate To Crypty Chain (Accepts AVAX, BNB, ETH, and USDC)   

 this wallet is for our airdrop, charity, bounty program, battle payments, etc. 
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LEGAL AND RISKS 

Do Your Own Research (DYOR) 

Legal Disclaimer 

 The information provided in this publication does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or 
any other sort of advice. You should not treat any of the publications content as such.  

 Terminal 

We are a contractor for hire. We code contracts, deploy, sometimes handle presales, and transfer ownership.     

 We are NOT affiliated with ANY projects or tokens, once we complete our job all association is complete. We do 
our best to make contracts safe and secure, but there are an infinite number of tricks one could pull. Please 
always do your own research on teams and projects, we can only comment on code. 

 Nothing we ever say or post is financial advice. We are only human, and we make mistakes as well. 

 

 Promotion 

 Please note any meme coin or 'moonshot' that is posted in any of our community is a gamble and not 
an 'investment' or long term project. Please never invest money that you cannot afford to lose as these 
are GAMBLES and you could lose your entire purchase. The utility tokens posted are intended to be 
long term. 

 The team does the best they can to do due diligence on any token posted whether that be a meme or 
an actual investment but cannot ever guarantee safety and cannot be held accountable for any loses, 
never invest in any project posted without researching for yourself and making your own personal 
decisions. 

 

Risk Disclosure 

 Please note that there are always risks associated with smart contracts. Please use them at your own risk. Crypty 
Chain is not a registered broker, analyst, or investment advisor. Everything that is provided in this publication is 
purely for guidance, informational and educational purposes. All information contained herein should be 
independently verified and confirmed. 

 Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in any financial market. Do not trade with money that you 
cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified financial advisor before making any investment 
decisions. 

© 2022 Crypty Chain. All Rights Reserved 


